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ENGLISH EDITION

#ENFOCATS

NOW AVAILABLE IN THE
24 EU OFFICIAL LANGUAGES

Given Mr. Puigdemont has decided to
keep touting his pleas around Europe,
this newspaper has decided to faithfully
reproduce and translate into the 24
European Union official languages the
pages of the roadmap for independence
document “#ENFOCATS”, previously
leaked by the Spanish press.
We hope this journalistic effort will cast
light on how Independentists have tried
to orchestrate a coup d’état in the XXI
century through a well-planned propaganda campaign. This campaign
emphasizes Catalan “Victimization”

which is designed to provoke international
sympathy
and
ultimately,
independence.
Their
“Strategy”
contemplates a “violent reaction of the
state” as well as a “Democratic conflict
with broad popular support oriented to
the generation of political and economic instability”. Their “Plan” shows that
the only “dialogue” the Separatists ever
wanted was to impose their vision and
political goals on the people of Catalonia at all costs. This Plan was executively lead by former Catalan President
Carles Puigdemont.
//Keep reading at www.Tabarnia.Today
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PROGRAMA 2000
STRATEGY FOR RECATALANIZATION

ALSO FOR THE FIRST TIME AVAILABLE IN ENGLISH
This document laid the grounds for a
Catalan nationalist strategy that has,
slowly but steadily, rooted in Catalonia
for the past 28 years, infiltrating almost

every aspect of its daily life. For those
truly interested in understanding the
Catalan conflict, this is a must read.
//Keep reading at www.Tabarnia.Today

PRESIDENTIAL FREE!!!!
MESSAGE FROM THE EXILE
Fictional Tabarnia is now officially a
Movement. So much so that Tabarnia
even has a President. Currently in exile
until our constitutional right to live with
a deep sense of humour is restored in
Catalonia, he dedicated some warm,
clarifying words to all of its followers:

#ToldosPorTabarnia

“Butifarra to the Catalonia that the
separatists want to impose on us” - he
stated. We can’t but express our wish
for an early and safe return of such
great statesman in such difficult times.
His speech now available in English.
//Watch video at www.Tabarnia.Today

TABARNIAN HAND MIRROR
TO MAKE SEPARATISTS REFLECT
UPON THEIR OWN LOGIC

FREE NEXT SUNDAY WITH TABARNIA TODAY
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TABARNIA TODAY

EDITORIAL

ENGLISH EDITION

Tabarnia Today is the first official newspaper of Tabarnia, a popular platform of
Tarragona and Barcelona unionist regions that refutes Catalan Separatist logic
with their same arguments (and tripled wit). We are a perfect mirror of the
Separatist political demands and ask for nothing they haven’t asked for.
It is this newspaper’s belief that as a country Spain has not made the necessary
efforts to explain the Unionist point of view to the world. Since it is in the
international political arena where separatists are playing what we consider to be
a farce, it is our intention to expose them.In the next days/weeks this newspaper
intends to publish enough material in English to explain a point of view that we feel
has been silenced in Catalonia.
We will give you proof of how Catalan Nationalism is not very different from other
forms of nationalism: A hate-based populist movement that pictures an outside
enemy (Spain) as the root of all their evils. A selfish economic agenda disguised as
the identitarian issue of a “Historic Nation with medieval rights" (their words). A
propaganda-of-fear message that does not hesitate to awake the ghosts of our still
recent civil war to emotionally divide the Catalan society in two.

We believe that the dynamics derived from a Separatist agenda that has ruled over
Catalonia for the past 25 years are indeed toxic for true civic progress. Toxic
because it has become their conscious or unconscious interest to create an
unsatisfied society, one in which deficient social services and economic prosperity
can be used to blame the Spanish central government and reinforce their push for
independence. We can’t help but wonder what a greater Catalonia we could have
today if all those efforts, time and resources for independence had been used to
create a cohesive society.
Despite all the nationalist propaganda efforts, a majority of voters did not vote for
a pro-independence party in the latest Catalan elections. If separatists have
majority in Parliament is because the vote in Separatist regions counts for more
than 2.28 times the vote of other Unionist regions.
Spain is not a “perfect” country, we'll give you that. But to say that it is not a true
democracy; that it lives under the shadow of dictator Franco who died in 1975
(years before many of these separatist youngsters were born); that the Spanish
Constitution does not allow a framework of freedom under which we daily share
our lives and celebrate our cultural differences: To all these we say enough.

EL DESCOSIDO

“Truth will set us free,” the saying goes. If the politicians responsible for dividing
the Catalan society should be deprived of that freedom is up to Spanish justice to
decide. And while we do not wish jail to anyone, as Catalan citizens we can’t but
strongly demand our wish and right to be governed by politicians who understand
their role as bringing people together and not apart; politicians whose highest
interest is to create a working society rather than a dysfunctional one that pushes
voters in despair and confusion to their sectarian political agenda.

TABARNIA

SAYS HELLO!
WATCH VIDEO

Tabarnia wishes that we all are allowed to live together in Catalonia. But if worse
comes to worse, we would also claim our equally democratic right (just as rightful,
democratic and equal as the one Separatists claim for themselves) to remain part
of Spain. And we would do so under legal constitutional procedures and democratic
referendum.
Tabarnia might have been born with a satirical sense of humour, but it is no joke.
We invite you to follow this journalistic effort and decide if you want to spread the
point of view of those who want to feel Catalan, Spanish and above all European.
If that is not possible, feeling Tabarnian, Spanish and European, will do just fine.
— The Tabarnia Today editors

THE TRUE SEPARATIST FLAG

Tabarnia says Hello! to the world with a
series of videos that explain our
positive pro-european values and
desire for togetherness.
Tabarnia does not represent a single
political vision and is open to everyone.
We believe there are many things that
could be much better in Spain, but
breaking it apart is not the solution. We
believe the true quality of love is to
bring things together and point to what
we have in common. We believe fear,
selfishness and confusion hide in ideals
that serve the opposite purpose.
We do not hate Separatists. We just
think some ideas they hold on to are

wrong and old fashioned. And we intend
to explain them, very clearly, and the
why. This is not a conflict that can be
won by “defeating our enemy”, because
our “enemy” is our neighbour, a
member of our family or a good old
friend. We need to win each other back.
And with all due respect, we are not
Slovenia nor Québec. We are Catalan
and Spanish and this will be known as
the “Tabarnian Route”. We intend to
show the world how the country of Don
Quijote solves its differences. Hold onto
your wit and sense of humour: If they
say goodbye, we’ll say hello!
//Watch video at www.Tabarnia.Today

HELP US SHARE THIS
In the latest official Catalan elections,
out of the total 5.550.000 electorate,
37.1 % of people voted for a Separatist
party. 39.8 % voted for a Unionist party.
And the rest just didn't care enough
about an independent Catalonia to go
vote. Here is the true republican flag

that separatists are trying to sell to the
world. Please, do not buy into it.
JUNTSxCAT = 940.602
ERC-CatSí = 929.407
CUP = 193.352
TOTAL ELECTORATE = 5.550.000

Tabarnia Today is a very small group of
people without any financial, political
or mass media support. We need every
friend of the Tabarnian Movement to
become an active ambassador of
Tabarnia helping us to spread our
message in any way imaginable: write a
letter to the your local newspaper, print

Keep reading at www.tabarnia.today

this paper and leave it in a bar, or think
of new ways to send our documents to
anyone with the means to diffuse them.
Share your views, not only with those
who already agree with them, but
specially with those who don’t. //Keep
reading at www.Tabarnia.Today
//Keep reading at www.Tabarnia.Today

